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In a globalizing world, the rapid advancements in technology affect education as well as the other sectors. To keep up with the innovations in information and technology, it is imperative to implement communication technologies within instructional settings. The use of internet and web in education is important especially for keeping the graduate curriculum that aims to equip students with modern trends in order to prepare them for the work force updated and for reaching more people without any time or location limit.

Today, most institutions draw on lecture-oriented methods. Traditional education has its limitations in terms of its engagement with students due to the inadequate use of audio-visual technology, causing a setback by not letting the learner to study in his/her own speed. (Inoue, 2004). Furthermore, there are other educational methods such as case study analysis, role-playing, conducting research, which provide students to have real life experiences. However, the insufficient funds together with the growing population of students require new alternatives to be employed by institutions as a means to complement the current instruction methods.

In this sense, technological advancements serve the educational institutions by both providing them with access to internet and to other communication technologies to help them create new learning and teaching opportunities.

E-learning is an example of the communication technology usage in higher education level. Some Turkish Universities follow “distance learning” and “e-learning” implementations by both practicing and blending it with other learning activities to attain to the modern education standards, to meet the increasing educational demand independent of any locational limits, with 7 days 24 hours access, and with less costs and more participants. In a supporting manner, the draft report of 2006-2008 Higher Education Strategy for Turkey, stipulates a %10-%30 percent increase in higher education programs via e-learning with the purpose of increasing the capacity of Turkish Universities. Also, the inter-university project; titled as “e-campus” supports the transformation of knowledge community in the higher educational level. (Yalabek, 2004)

Yildiz Technical University (YTU), to which we belong, is also among the Turkish Universities which utilizes e-learning. 2006-2008 Strategic Plan of YTU attempts to make sure that each YTU student takes at least one e-course before graduation. In the strategic plan, the role and the short, intermediate and long term goals of YTU E-Learning Commission, decisions about the usage of blended learning model and the introduction of e-learning technologies to instructors and students have been emphasized.

Table 1. The electronic courses in YTÜ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Micro Economics</th>
<th>Macro Economics</th>
<th>English-Learning</th>
<th>Instructional Technology and Material Development</th>
<th>Design Languages and FigurationGrammars</th>
<th>Data Structure and Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prep</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s Title</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Asst.Prof.</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisite</td>
<td>Requisite</td>
<td>Requisite</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Requisite</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Requisite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updation</td>
<td>updated</td>
<td>not updated</td>
<td>not updated</td>
<td>updated</td>
<td>not updated</td>
<td>not updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Course Suggestion***</td>
<td>International Economics</td>
<td>International Economics</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research****</td>
<td>yes (Eren&amp; Dondu- ran, 2005)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership*****</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The first semester of the electronic course
**The last semester of the electronic course
***Will the department suggest new e-course?
****Will the department suggest new e-course?
*****Membership of E-Learning Commission.
The mission of the project titled as “e@yildiz”; is primarily to raise the quality of education, and secondarily to maximize the efficiency in facility management and human resources by applying distance learning technologies along with traditional models. For the effective usage of distance learning technologies, a preparation committee was constituted in May 2002. In 2003-2004 fiscal year, 5 courses from various disciplines have been offered on the web: Instructional Technology and Material Development, Micro Economics, Data Structure and Algorithms, Design Languages and Figuration Grammars, English-Learning courses. In the 2006-2007 fiscal year, three of these courses are still presented via web. A chart about YTÜ’s e-courses is given below.

In addition to the courses presented in Table I, the departments of Business Administration, Economics, Civil Engineering, Western Languages and Literature have suggested four more courses to be transferred to the web. This four courses including Human Resource Management course which is suggested by our division of Management and Organization in the Department of Business Administration have been endorsed by the commission as a part of the e-learning project.

This study involves the scenario work of the above-mentioned HRM course which has been prepared within the framework of Blended Learning Model.

E-learning can be described as an instruction in the electronic environment and has been defined by the American Society for Training and Development’s e-learning glossary as “a wide set of applications and processes, such as Web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual classrooms and digital collaboration” (Derouin, Fritzsche and Salas, 2004). E-learning provides synchronized and asynchronized education via computers, internet/ intranet, network, CD-ROM technologies.

Besides, blended learning is defined as an integrated model that unites the strengths of the face to face teaching activities in the classroom and online learning environments such as information and communication technology instruments (Hummel, 2006, 3). The notion here is that e-learning elements or modules are combined with traditional methods to make a hybrid learning experience (Kovaleski, 2004, 35; Coné, 2002, 19).

Each method and instrument has its own strengths and weaknesses in its own context. Today it is accepted that communication instruments should be mixed in best fit to be able to provide a more effective education.

Bersin identifies these instruments as classroom instruction, books, conference meetings, CD-ROMs, PPT presentations, handbooks/guides, education softwares, web pages, online simulations, web based discussion groups, mentoring programs and videos. He also mentioned that there is no need to use all of these materials to succeed in blended learning, but rather just two or three of them will be sufficient if they’re consistent with the course content.

To be able to carry on HRM course in a more updated and affective manner, the courses presented in Table I have been investigated. HRM e-course had been adapted from the Instructional Design Model of Kemp, Morrison and Ross (Morrison, Ross and Kemp, 2001).

In this study, undergraduate students’ readiness for self-directed learning and technical readiness (Chapman, 2004, 351), learning behavior of their age, size of the group, their interest and needs had been taken into consideration while setting the instructional objectives and constituting the content and the scenario. Differently from target audience analyze, course contents’ predisposition to visuality and the appropriateness of showing most of the HRM applications on web were also affected the selection. Students take this basis and single course of HRM along their management education so the HRM functions and main concepts are intended to be made known.

While configuring the HRM course content in the “instructional objectives setting” stage, the objectives indicated within the context of YTÜ EKSIP (Continual Quality Improvement Project in Education) were treated as the guidance.

The knowledge had been separated in the modules that have integrity inside. The objectives for each module had been determined, some had been planned to be given in blended learning and the others in face to face instruction.

In the “instructional objectives organizing” stage, the learning behavior that will be introduced to students were prepared in accordance with Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Taxonomy consists of three domains of learning: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. In addition; six levels of cognitive domain; knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation have been taken into consideration. The objectives in knowledge and comprehension level had been thought to fit e-learning, the ones in application and advanced levels to classroom education.

For the purpose of informing students about the content of the course and to motivate them, the objectives of the new module will be presented in the first page of the module. By using the most appropriate language for the student, the new issues which will be introduced him by that module at the end of the session will be emphasized. By means of these, it is aimed for the student to be prepared and open for learning.

In the “module design” stage, some limitations have been assigned for both written texts part and visual expressions part. Allocating the subject into chapters, giving a heading to each chapter, allocating the chapter headings into subheadings, designing contents part and visual expressions part. By using the most appropriate language for the student, the new issues which will be introduced him by that module at the end of the session will be emphasized. By means of these, it is aimed for the student to be prepared and open for learning.
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In the “instructional objectives organizing” stage, the learning behavior that will be introduced to students were prepared in accordance with Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Taxonomy consists of three domains of learning: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. In addition; six levels of cognitive domain; knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation have been taken into consideration. The objectives in knowledge and comprehension level had been thought to fit e-learning, the ones in application and advanced levels to classroom education.

For the purpose of informing students about the content of the course and to motivate them, the objectives of the new module will be presented in the first page of the module. By using the most appropriate language for the student, the new issues which will be introduced him by that module at the end of the session will be emphasized. By means of these, it is aimed for the student to be prepared and open for learning.

In the “module design” stage, some limitations have been assigned for both written texts part and visual expressions part. Allocating the subject into chapters, giving a heading to each chapter, allocating the chapter headings into subheadings, designing contents part and visual expressions part. In this study, undergraduate students’ readiness for self-directed learning and technical readiness (Chapman, 2004, 351), learning behavior of their age, size of the group, their interest and needs had been taken into consideration while setting the instructional objectives and constituting the content and the scenario. Differently from target audience analyze, course contents’ predisposition to visuality and the appropriateness of showing most of the HRM applications on web were also affected the selection. Students take this basis and single course of HRM along their management education so the HRM functions and main concepts are intended to be made known.
some examples for the most outstanding tools used in the program. On the other hand, the compensation management function of HRM had been left out of the content because it’s difficult to build up the subject with audio visual stimulus in electronic media and also it’s best fit to face-to-face learning. As a support for this elimination, a research of YTU Department of Economics puts forward some important evidences. The research showed that the students achievement has fallen after the web-assisted education; although previously an improvement had been expected. As one of the reasons behind these results, it was stated that the students were used to traditional style education, especially to the blackboard illustrations of technical issues (Eren&Donduran, 2005, 197), such as graphics or the compensation charts of HRM.

Student access scheduling and arrangement of the modules are modified in terms of opening each module just after the former module is worked up and being able to access the corequisite modules concurrently.

At the end of the process of “deciding on the instruction strategies”, YTU decided to use Blended Learning Model during all the term, right along with the modules which have been followed through the web, and with the process of face to face instruction readings, discussions, case studies and workshops. Mid term and end-term evaluations will be done in class as it is in traditional education. The activities will be sent to the teacher or tutor by e-mail, the evaluations will be done at class, by that way the mutual interaction between the teacher and the student will be able to be provided.

The learning of lesson over web will be done by presentation. First of all the whole will be shown and explained by the method of deduction, then examples will be given. Every week after the students checked the modules, teachers and students will meet at the class, they plan to overview the details if needed, debate and summarize the subjects. The activities in the class should not be as a repeat of the subjects on the web; rather they should be in a complementary and supportive manner. The issues like student-student and instructor-student interaction and active engagement to the class have not been maintained in a satisfactory manner with virtual class and synchronized practices in e-learning and they are tried to be maintained with face-to-face education.

In “the design of modules” stage, IBM Lotus Learning Space 5.0. Program will be used. Learning Space 5.0 is a software with user-friendly interface that provides to constitute on-line courses, to manage them, to communicate the contents to students and to check out the courses. Finally, after preparing the summarized formats within the framework of the mentioned standards and limitations above, the scenario plan showing course content and screen flows with written texts and visual expressions has been arranged following the instructional texts. LMS (learning management system) will also provide glossary, notebook, reading room, print, download and help options. Glossaries and online dictionaries are the most preferred web-assisted functions in terms of perceived usefulness in the communities whose mother tongue isn’t English. Notes, powerpoints and multimedia projects are following the glossaries. (McNaught&Lam, 2005, 610).

In our project HR terms, reading room, print and download options are planned to be used in an efficient way.

The new information and communication technologies such as web journal/blog, podcasting, wiki, e/pop are supposed to be used in the near future of Turkey. The infrastructure and limited bandwidths are needed to be developed and the instructors need to be more enthusiastic with the instructional technology use both in and out of the classroom. Podcasting is a new concept and an alternative delivery for any content including the educational ones which can be thought as university lectures. It is a combination of iPod (Apple’s popular audio player)

Table 2. Notation sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italic</th>
<th>= guideline for designers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>= just the text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlined</td>
<td>= link to any document or web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italic bold underlined</strong></td>
<td>= link to attachment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;SE&gt;</td>
<td>= sound effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;VE&gt;</td>
<td>= visual effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1&gt;</td>
<td>= 1 second blank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and broadcasting (Elliott, 2006; Crofts, Dilley, Fox, Retsema & Williams, 2005; Jardin, 2005). Podcasts, audio podcasts, video casts can be played on any computer, and downloaded to almost any portable music player (Toole, 2006). E/pop is a new video conference method that lets instructors and students not only see each other but also lets them send documents and mails, see the others’ desktops on their own screens and use it interactively. This technology is especially ideal for small group courses.

The HRM course is planned to be opened as an e-course in 2007-2008 fiscal year after the web design team transfers the scenario to web. The preparation process requires the interaction and exchange of ideas between instructor, subject field specialists and web design team so we’re looking forward to hear the participants’ contributions and criticisms.
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ENDNOTE

The notation for the scenario work is constituted by the researcher.